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What is the reason that there is relationship between the tax law and the civil and commercial law as private 
law? How does this happen? And how to harmonize their relationship? These are subjects that this book mainly 
discusses. In other words, the topics of this book are to excavate the origin of the relationship between tax law and 
private law, analyze the forms of the relationship and probe into the problem of harmonizing their relationship 
when there are conflicts between them. 
Taking the confirming and protecting the private property’s ownership as source, tax law has inherent and 
extensive relations with private law. This kind of relations could be presented in two ways: the basic theory and 
the specific rules and regulations. The former taking the Spirit of Contract and its elements like freedom, equality 
and right as fulcrum, deeply influences the tax law’s concept, essential, legal relation of tax, legal behavior of tax, 
values and principles, and other fundamental elements. For the latter, with the legal relationship of credit and debt 
as medium, tax law can transplant the related rules and regulations from private law in the aspect of the elements 
and the changing of legal relations of tax debt. So, taking the studying of the relationship between tax law and 
private law as a starting point, the author tries to change the situation that the traditional tax law is lacking of its 
own theoretic base, make it transform to the modernization, and the form the fundamental theoretic frame of 
modern tax law theory. 
Except the introduction and the epilogue, the book is composed of 5 chapters, and more than 320,000 words 
in total. 
The introduction points out the most difficult position in traditional tax law theory that is lacking its own 
theoretic base first, then advocate taking the studying of the relationship between tax law and private law as a 
chance to breach the difficult position of traditional tax law theory, and forms the fundamental theoretic frame of 
modern tax law theory. For that, the introduction demonstrate the meaning of this book’s topic in three ways, 
which are theory、practice and methodology. 
Chap. 1 is this book’s logistic starting point and theoretic fundamental, and divided into 2 sections. In Sec. 1, 
the author discusses two kinds of theory, which explain the origin of State and Tax separately, and compares them 
with each other. One theory is Class-Fighting theory of Marxism as the theoretic base of traditional tax law. The 
other is Social Contract theory. In the former, power and right are separating and conflicting. In the latter, right 
and power are unanimous and harmonious. The author claims that we should amend the former with the rational 
elements, such as the Spirit of Contract in the latter. From that, the author excavates that the origin of the 
relationship between tax law and private law is confirming and protecting the private property’s ownership. 
Because of the trend of modern tax country by rule of law, the tax law in Chinese has to establish its basic 
standpoint in confirming and protecting of the private property’s ownership and then its progress from tradition to 
modern may start up. On this basis, the author, from the view of the modern tax law, defines the concepts of the 
tax and the tax law, re-describes the traditional three characteristics of the tax. In Sec. 2, the author reviews the 
history of relations between tax law and private law in Continent Law countries or area, such as German, Japan, 
and the province of Taiwan. By focusing on the argument of the explanation of borrowed concepts, the author 
comes up with his own viewpoint that the relationship between tax law and private law should develop in the 














order in the base of harmony. 
Chap. 2 throws its eyes to two basic categories in tax law, which are tax legal relationship and tax legal 
behavior. This part defines two terms’ concepts used in the latter part of the book, and leads to the comprehensive 
understanding of the theory of the modern tax law. This chapter has two sections. In Sec. 1, the author summarizes 
the studying of traditional tax legal relationship to compare with the studying of modern one. Then the author 
describes the opposing course between the power-relationship view and debt-relationship view, and indicates that 
the character of tax legal relationship in modern tax law theory should be determined in the nature of 
debt-relationship. After that, the author constructs and unscrambles the demonstrating figure of the modern theory 
of the legal relationship of tax law, and points out that the legal relationship of modern tax law in whole should be 
constituted of two layers’ constructers, in which there are four kinds of legal relationship between three parties. In 
Sec. 2, the author innovatively makes primary study of tax legal behavior, which includes its concept, kinds and 
nature. So, the system of behavior in tax law is established in the rough. The author also innovatively analyses the 
three main kinds of representative behavior of three parties in the view of private law. 
Chap. 3 is the core and theoretic sublimation of this book. This chapter is composed of two sections. In Sec. 
1, the author deems that the system of justice value in tax law should be constituted of three levels jointly, which 
are equal applying, the principle of levying equally and the equality in essence of tax law in consequences. The 
emphasis of these three levels is the equality in essence in the 3rd level, which is analyzed in details with the tool 
of demonstrating figure of the modern theory of the legal relationship of tax law. At last, the author concludes that 
the debt-relationship nature of legal relationship of tax and the ultimate content of the justice value of tax law as 
following: Based on the Principle of No Taxation Without Law regulated in the Constitution and the Tax Law 
(including the revenue bureau as the mediate party), the state and the taxpayers set up their relation of rights and 
duties, whose extrinsic form reflects the process of imposing and paying tax while its intrinsic content is the 
course of demanding and satisfying public necessity; the Spirit of Contract embodied in this kind of relation 
requires that the Value of Justice and the Principle of Equality should be carried through. Sec. 2 has some ideas 
about how to make Chinese tax law theory modernize with the Spirit of Contract as fulcrum and core. In this 
section, the author discusses mainly the content of the Spirit of Contract, and four topics in the system of Chinese 
tax law theory modernization, which are ruling tax by law, re-construction of the legal consciousness of tax, 
functions of the tax law, and subject system of modern tax law. 
Chap. 4 is about the principles of tax law. Beginning with this chapter, the studying of theory changes to the 
analyzing of rules. This chapter is made up of three sections. Sec. 1 is mainly about the specific basic principle of 
tax law, which is the Principle of No Taxation Without Law. After describing the history course of radiating the 
Principle of No Taxation Without Law, the author reckons that the historic meaning of this principle lies in the 
establishing the constitutional tax legal relationship between the state and people with the core of consent. And the 
above acknowledgement should be carried through the comprehension of the basic signification and idiographic 
content. In allusion to some scholars’ opinion that Article 56 of the Constitution is the legal origin of the doctrine 
of tax legal prescription, the author points out that this article doesn’t embody the doctrine in the view of 
extension elements, content elements, being able to oppose the wording explanation of tax law or not, etc., in the 
way of legal explanation. In Sec. 2, the author discusses the specific principle that is peculiar to the tax law: 
Substantive Taxation Principle. In this part, the author analyses the relationship between the substantive taxation 














the legal substantive taxation principle. The author also analyses some concrete problems of the substantive 
taxation principle being applied to prevent and administer the tax avoidance behaviour. In Sec. 3, the author 
introduces the principle of good-faith into tax law, and analyses its nomological fundamentals of applying for the 
public law and tax law and its applying inscapes and effects for tax law. Except that, the author discusses the 
relationship among this principle, the principle of protecting of the trust interests and the principle of changing 
with circumstances when they are applied in tax law. 
Chap. 5 mainly talks about how to bring the related system of private law into tax law with the legal 
relationship of tax debt as medium. Referring to other countries’ legislation, this part comments on the related 
system of the tax law in China, and gives some suggestions on amendment. There are three sections in this chapter. 
In Sec. 1, the author defines the concept and characteristics of legal relationship of tax debt and discusses the 
relationship’s parties and its qualification. The essence of debt is some kind of legal method for the creditor to 
realize his particular benefits. In that point of view, the legal relationship of tax debt and the one in private law are 
similar in the form and structure and have no essential differences. Anyway, the legal relationship of tax debt is a 
kind of relationship in public law, and still different from the legal relationship in private law, where its 
characteristics lie. These differences includes: (1) Foundations different, tax debt’s foundation is legal and forcible; 
(2) Parties different, one party of tax debt is inherent while the other is far-ranging; (3) Contents different partly, 
the parties’ rights of tax debt relationship are unequal and the debt should be paid by money; (4) The applying 
procedure for settling the disputes different, the relationship of tax debt is special in this way. As far as the parties 
of tax debt relationship are concerned, the author classifies the tax creditors and tax obligors, and points out that it 
is only the state with complete tax powers can be regarded as the creditor of tax debt relationship. Meanwhile, the 
author innovatively demonstrates the party’s qualification of tax debtor from three aspects: tax rights capability、
tax behavior capability and tax responsibility capability. Sec. 2 discusses the concept and kinds of tax paying 
claims first. Then the author analyses the expansion of tax debt relationship, which should be the tax related debt 
only. Among the kinds of expansion, the most typical one is the second taxpaying duty. In Sec. 3, the author 
analyses how to transplant the related theory and rules of private law into the tax debt relationship in three ways, 
which are occurring, changing and vanishing. In the way of the occurring of tax debt relationship, the author 
advocates the inscape opinion and takes the establishing、valid and taking effect of contract debt as comparison. In 
the way of the changing of tax debt relationship, the author differentiates the parties’ changing and the content’s 
changing, and analyses them separately. In the vanishing of tax debt relationship, the author explains four specific 
situations of vanishing of tax debt relationship and these four specific situations are used the same situations in 
private law as references, which includes liquidating, canceling out, exempt, and negative prescription. 
Epilogue is a simple explanation about the title, system, and some defects and deficiencies of this book. 
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20 世纪 40 年代末、50 年代初。①新中国的税法研究从 20 世纪 80 年代中期发端，至今已有二十二、三年
的时间。然而，相对于新中国其它同样年轻的法学学科发展的蓬勃态势而言，税法研究却长期以“税收制























                                                        
① 参见[日]金子宏：《日本税法》，战宪斌、郑林根等译，法律出版社 2004 年版，第 18 页。 
② 尤其是进入 21 世纪以来，“中国财税法学研究会” 、“中国财税法学教育研究会”和“世界税法协会”等全国性或国际性
学术团体纷纷成立，“北京大学财经法研究中心”、“北京大学税法研究中心”、“武汉大学税法研究中心”、“西南财经大学税
法研究中心”和“厦门大学国际税法与比较税制研究中心”等各高校财税法研究机构也不断涌现，有关财税法的学术活动更
是层出不穷，尤其是由北京大学法学院的刘剑文教授总主编的《财税法论丛》（法律出版社 2002 年起连续出版，截至 2007
年 9 月已出到第 9 卷）、《税法学研究文库》（北京大学出版社 2002 年开始出版，截至 2007 年 7 月已出版了 19 本财税法学专
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